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Abstract 
Referring to my almanac projects, this essay speculates on how we may image the seasons through the 
use of objects and the almanac form. I argue that the ambiguities and uncertainties objects hold within 
images open up an area for speculations; an arena that illuminates ‘profane existence’ of everyday 
experience as an ‘enigmatic form of something [that is] beyond [their] existence.’ I begin by exploring the 
almanac form as a tool for mapping experiences in the context of science and art with a specific focus on 
the ancient Chinese almanac. I use Walter Benjamin’s Denkbild (thought-image) as a framework to 
analyse the almanac projects, revealing the roles of objects within images. In doing so, I seek to realise 
images’ potential to illuminate subjective everyday experiences. 
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physical environments and organising them 
into	familiar	and	predictable	patterns,	making	
sense	of	past,	present,	and	future.	It	provides	






were used for a whole host of human  
activities.	The	Chinese	Almanac	similarly	uses	
the observed movement of the heavenly 
bodies	for	the	purpose	of	time-reckoning. [2] 
Embedded in the imperial calendar (皇曆),	
an	important	official	publication,	the	Chinese	








divides each solar year (歲) into twenty-four 
solar terms (節氣) as determined by the sun’s 










and plant growth cycles. Each solar term is 
subdivided into three pentads (候	or	five-day	
periods),	totalling	seventy-two	(figure 1). [5] 














enacted this direct engagement with the 
material world in an almanac form. In A Sand 
County Almanac,	he	provides	readers	with	
intimate	accounts	of	activities	observed	in	the	
plant and animal worlds and their responses 
to the changing seasons in Wisconsin. [6]  In 
Leopold’s	almanac,	humans	are	a	bit	player	in	
this broader world of wilderness. In develop-
ing	his	concept	of	land	ethics,	he	equalises	
the status of humans with all things: 
The land ethic simply enlarges the boundaries 
of the community to include soils, waters, 
plants, and animals, or collectively: the land… 
In short, a land ethic changes the role of 
Homo sapiens from conqueror of the land-







ontological hierarchy—one that might refuse 
any	bifurcation	of	being	into	nature	and	 
culture’. [8] Bryant’s aim echoes that of  
Leopold,	he	continues:	 
we need to cultivate modes of thinking that 
help us to become attentive to the alterity 
of things, the thinglyness of things, and the 
differences that things themselves contribute 
independent of social construction, human 
intention, and human meanings. [9]
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three works: the Autumn Almanac of Tokyo 
(2008),	the	Seasonal Almanac of Austinmer 
(2009) and the Illustrated Almanac of the 
Illawarra and Beyond (2011 –2012). [10] The 
earliest work was created during my Australia 
Council Tokyo studio residency that took 
place between 5 September and 4 December 
2008.	All	projects	adopt	the	Chinese	 
Almanac	as	a	structuring	device	to	affiliate	
each day with reference to seasonal  
occurrences. Both the Autumn Almanac and 
the Seasonal Almanac consist of daily online 
postcards	for	the	durations	of	the	projects	
while one entry of the Illustrated Almanac 
corresponds to one pentad and seventy-two 
were posted over one calendar year (from 
Spring 2011 to Spring 2012). [11]  Each post 
in	these	almanacs	is	composed	of	an	image,	






The Autumn Almanac was conceived as a tool 
to make sense of the encounter with Tokyo 
beyond the stereotypical imaginings of the 





















the world through things.   
By	adopting	the	Chinese	Almanac	as	a	 
structure	for	discursive	entries,	the	almanac	
Figure 3. The Illustrated Almanac of the Illawarra and Beyond, Minor Heat: Hot Winds Arrive
projects	pay	attention	to	the	‘plurality	of	
agencies’ in everyday encounters and their 
zuihitsu	(随筆,	literally	meaning	‘following	



















where the customers take turns performing 
on	a	stage),	trains,	omurisu	(rice	omelette),	







materials of everyday life through the use of 
the image. 
Here,	I	turn	to	Walter	Benjamin’s	 
development of Denkbild (thought-image) as 






metropolis through the Denkbild where 
image plays a central but covert part. [14] 
Karoline	Kirst	writes,	‘Instead	of	clarifying	a	
thought by means of an image in linear  
fashion,	or	vice	versa,	the	Denkbild	presents	
an image as an integral albeit not immedi-
ately	recognizable	part	of	the	thought’.		
Benjamin’s	literary	Denkbild alters the 
Baroque	emblem’s	tripartite	structure	by	
transforming	the	visual	pictura	into	a	textual	
image. Paul Stephens and Robert Hardwick 
Weston	explain:
The inscriptio is generally preserved in the 
form of the italicized title, while the pictura, 
corresponding to the Denkbild’s anchor in 
subjective experience, is collapsed into the 
subscriptio, making the visual imago a com-
ponent of the exegetical text that traditionally 
explained it. On the level of content and style, 
the collapsing of pictura into subscriptio aims 
to forge a mental image through persuasive 






philosophy. [16] Caygill argues that this 
relationship	is	defined	by	Benjamin’s	concept	
of	experience.	Caygill	writes:
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Benjamin’s philosophy of the image is best 
understood through an examination of its 
place within the speculative philosophy of 
experience. Just as the critique of the word 
was transformed by the speculative concept 
of experience, so too was the critique of the 
image. The analysis of the image within a 
philosophy of speculative experience had 
considerable implications for the critique of 
the experience of images in the guise of art 
criticism and of art history. Benjamin argued 
that images should be understood as a 
technology for organising experience, and 
that visual art was a way of speculating upon 
the limits of experience from within. However, 
the technological organisation of experience 
through the image did not necessarily agree 
with the political organisation of experience 





Figure 5. The Autumn Almanac of Tokyo, Shuubun: Beetles wall up their burrows/ Adzuki beans ripen
photographic	object	brings	objects	closer	for	
inspection,	providing	an	imprint	of	traces	of	
the world. It reveals traces (Spuren),	not	of	
the	potter’s	handprint,	but	of	the	
objective	modern	world’.	[18] This imprint is 
not	a	reflection	but	a	trace,	a	texture,	a	 
material presence of the world that remains 
in	the	artwork.	This	translation	of	tactility	into	
photographic form is important in think-
ing	about	how	images	function	within	the	
almanac	projects.	In	what	follows,	I	analyse	
three entries using the Denkbild form as a 
framework. 
In a brief entry in the Seasonal Almanac,	
the inscriptio	reads:	‘Start	of	Autumn:	cold	
cicadas	chirp’,	‘February	15th,	2009’.	The	






towards the centre of the image where a 
Figure 6. The Autumn Almanac of Tokyo, Shousetsu: Heaven’s essence rises, earth’s essence sinks/ north wind, freezing rain





conducive to transference of actual 
experience	into	speculative	thoughts	for	both	
writers and readers. These thoughts remain 
unsaid	and	subjective.	They	may	suggest	
memories or imaginings of an Australian 
seaside,	the	weather	of	New	South	Wales’	
South	Coast	in	February,	or	ocean	tempera-








subscriptio’,	the	pictura returns to a visual 
form	and	stands	apart	from	the	textual	
inscriptio and subscription. [19] On this open 
yet	concrete	platform,	the	pictura	brings	out	
the alterity of things visually through  
anazographesis.
In a post from the Autumn Almanac,	the	
inscriptio	reads:	‘Shuubun:	Beetles	wall	up	
their	burrows/Adzuki	beans	ripen,	October	
1st,	2008’.	[20] The pictura shows a large body 
of	fast-flowing	water;	it	is	night,	the	water	is	
dark	and	reflects	surrounding	coloured	lights	
(figure 5). The subscriptio presents a simple  
scenario in suburban Tokyo as tropical  
cyclones	dissipated,	and	an	unexpected	 
encounter with an urban animal species— 
tanuki (Nyctereutes procyonoides  
viverrinus). [21] Many thoughts emerge from 
this assemblage that are unsaid. Non-human 
animals lose their habitats to the encroach-
ing suburban development and seek refuge 
in the human-made environment. During the 
Autumnal	Equinox	in	October,	cyclones	still	
pass	through	Japan,	bringing	with	them	heavy	
rainfall. Densely built areas need carefully 
planned drainage to channel storm water 
quickly	and	effectively.	
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The Kandagawa provides the main  






neighbourhoods of Takadanobaba and 
Shima-Ochiai,	rainfall,	drains,	busy	roads,	
railway,	and	tanuki. The gushing water in the 
visual pictura occupies a central node in this 
enmeshed network of things. Its pictorial 
qualities:	blackness,	glassy	surface,	patterns	
of	undulations,	silence,	enhance	the	 






exhausted	by	their	semiotics’.	[22] The pictura 




In one of the last entries in the Autumn 
Almanac under the inscriptio	of	‘Shousetsu:	
Heaven’s	essence	rises,	earth’s	essence	sinks/	
North	wind,	freezing	rain’	dated	‘December	
1st,	2008’,	the	pictura presents an  
impressive	pile	of	junk	that	fills	the	entire	
frame,	lit	by	a	strangely	warm	yellow-green	
glow. [23] The subscriptio describes a  
pleasant	expedition	to	visit	a	new	 
acquaintance in the Akikawa valley of Tokyo’s 
far	west.	The	written	text	describes	what	one	






the reader discovers that the astounding pile 
is,	in	fact,	the	goods	of	a	second-hand	store	

























desirable refuse. This clarity of the image  
captures	the	materiality	of	the	junk	pile.
The visual image in the almanac entries 
extends	the	contemplative	process	and	draws	
out what is unsaid	in	the	textual	image.	
Specifically,	the	pictura transposes the  
materiality	of	objects	into	visual	form,	 
bringing	out	‘profane	existence’	of	everyday	
experience.[24]  Stephen and Weston write: 
This element of everyday experience is central 
both to the Denkbild form and to denkb(u)
ilding as discursive practice. As a mode of 
writing, to denkbild is to build up thought, to 
construct [bilden] thought, criticism, from the 
images of everyday life. [25]







Denkbild,	where	the	pictura is collapsed into 
the subscriptio,	the	generation	of	emotions	
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Figure 7. Collage of entries from The Illustrated Almanac of the Illawarra and Beyond
projects	revealed	everyday	experiences	in	a	
new light. As Bryant argues:
art seems to carry the capacity to break with 
meaning, to bring the alterity and thinglyness 
of things to the fore, to allow us to see them 
both form their point of view and independent 
of our own meanings and intentions’. [26]
In	conclusion,	the	almanac	projects	as	art-
works generate structures that interpret 
experience	through	encounters	with	objects.	
















    common 通勝	tōngshèng	(in	Mandarin)	or	tung	
























  (www.photonicsmedia.net/about-autumn). 
      Both the Seasonal Almanac and the Illustrated 
					Almanac	have	Chinese	titles,	which	are	季節
  年鑑 (http://www.photonicsmedia.net/about-






     hemisphere.
12.	The	Japanese	technique	of	zuihitsu	(or	
     following the brush) developed in tenth-
					century	women’s	diaristic	writings,	most	














2. Time-reckoning in ancient and imperial China  
				was	of	great	import	socially	and	politically.	The 
    Chinese lunisolar calendar combines calendric  
				calculations	for	a	lunar	year	(年 nián) with 
    a solar year (歲). Whereas the lunar calendar  
				incorporates	complex	calculations	based	on	the	 




    unchanged each year. 
3.	I	make	a	distinction	between	huángli	(皇曆)  





    of a number of calendars devised in ancient  
				China.	In	comparison,	the	imperial	calendar	is	 
				a	newer	form	of	official	time-reckoning	issued	 


















     their burrows’ is from the Chinese Almanac and 
				‘Adzuki	beans	ripen’	is	from	the	modern	
					Japanese	almanac).
21. The common name of tanuki in English is 
					Japanese	raccoon	dog.
22. Jane	Bennett,	Vibrant	Matter:	a	Political	Ecology	
						of	Things	(Durham:	Duke	Uni	Press,	2010),	5.
23.		It	is	interesting	to	note	that	after	the	Tōhoku	
					earthquake	and	tsunami	on	11	March	2011,	the
				presentation	of	this	particulate	has	come	to	be	
				defined	by	this	event.	This	highlights	the	
				ambiguities	and	uncertainies	of	images.
24.	Tiedemann,	80.
25.	Stephens	and	Weston,	138.
26.	Bryant,	24	−	6.
27. Ibid.
